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II. PERFORMANCE OF KEY INPUTS AND ACTION AGENTS 
..7T Aa "',;L, 0. PERFONMANCE AGAINST PLAN C.IMPORTANCE FOR ACHIEVING 
- OI 1- PROJECT PURPOSE (X) 
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Comment - key fuc tors ut(rminhinl rolinl-
In addition to the initial Block Grant Agreement and the first amendment thereto, the 
second amendment was executed in May 1975. The total funds made available for these 
Block Grant activiti(.s is $377,000. The ROKG has assumed sole responsibility for the 
prograr.iming of funds provided and for implementation of the project. The Ministry of 
ocience and Technology (MDST) has demonstrated a high level of competence in recruiting
consultants and experts fro.; U.S. scientific and technological institutions. MOIST has 
also repi'6riated U.S. ed:I<.ted Korean scientists for indigenous science and technology
institutions, which has served to promote and strengthen linkages and cooperative 
relationships between the ROKG and such institutions in the U.S. 
4. PARTICIP'ANT T.IAiAING 
x 
C...... o1 key acl.rs deIterrn,,j iing During the rating period, 
___ 
NDST has sent 25 Korean participants 
selected from indigenous science and technology organizations for training in the U.S. 
in such fields as indu3trial pollution, meteorology, nuclear engineering, cotton yarn 
knitting, industrial standardization, to name a few. The participants have served to 
form linkages, and to act as points of contact with host U.S. institutions to exchange 
34 2 3-
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Cwmfenl on key flctors detarming rating 
N.A.
 
6.COOPERATING a. PrIlsONrltL 
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COUNTRY--A 
Comment on -oy fators .-.crinang rating This evaluation is based on the facts reported in last year's 
PAR 74-5, i.e. the Technical Cooperation Bureau, MOST and a number of cooperating
scientific institutions; such as the Korea Institute for Science and Technology (KIST),
the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAEMI), the Korea Advanced Institute of 
Science (KAIS), etc. These organizations have contributed substantially in the design
of the programs leading to institutional linkages, as well as in tne recruitment of 
expert advisors and in training participants. This evaluation is also based on 
quantitative increases in actual performance during the rating period. In the first 
year, the exchange of scientific personnel was not significant due to the insufficient 
ti _and lack of experience of MOST in setting up and imp!ementing thisprogram. The 
number of th-. i-entific personnel funded under the Block Grant has increased from 
26 in 1974 to 55 in 1975. This demonstrates the increased competence by MOT in 
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II. 7. CoInotg.di Cow er.tIam key factors deteIIning rating ofOlher Donors 
N.A.
 
III. 	 KEY OUTPUT INDICATORS AND TARGETS 
TARGETS (Percentage/Rote/Amount)
CUMU-
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by MOST and other Korean 
 4 
instituiorz concerning the 
quality and quantity of ANCE "' 
linkages. REP ANNED 0 	 91 
Consultants brought to Korea PLNED 27 16 0 j 15 	 58 
AC IrAI. , 
I{-(7 F AN : .) 
PN E. P A 	 0 20 63 
Participants sent for training PLA- HED 10 1i 0 12 	 33in the USA I 	 - -I-
H :ACTUALN _ 	 6__- ___ 
F'EP LAN N EOR 1): 	 0 18 
 48
 
orean scientists repatriated PLA NCD 5 0 3 15
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C.MMENT:
 
oiiK i u, uJ: P;; 14ST and indigenous science and technology institutions 
-,-id- I -De-#-e- e;-anded linkages developedep Inave 	 and sister relationships
systems of management, finance, 	 with an increased number of related U.S. organizationa 




-'Output of applied and COA.I. : Yoports of consultants' services and research 
adaptive research and its use resulting from training under this project are prepared
by Korean industrial, commar- for wide distribution to relevant ROKG and private science 
cial and technological and technology organizations, including universities, 
establishments. graduate schools and laboratories so that they can be 
updated in the development of their particular fielda of3
.Utilization of linkages to dimiklization. 
improve output and utilization 	MOLST and NAS have established a Joint-Coinittee for
 
of technology and research. 	 continuing ;b&iet.ao cooperation; KST signed a sister 
laboratory agreement with BMI and Research Triangle 
Institute; and KABRI entered into a sister laboratory
relationship agreement with Argonne National Laboratory.

The-e reult~o in exhno asOronProh ,~~ t6,PA 
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IV. PROJECT P'JRPOSE 
N. 1. Stule~mnt of piorpose a%currently nvisoged. 	 2. Samwa In PROP? i YES OJ NO 
The 	 purpose of the project is to promote linkages between MOST and other Korean 
as the MW may designate, and U.S. scientific organizatlons.scientific organizations, 
. 1. Conditions which will exist when 1 
2. Evidence to date of progrvss tsword theo.e conditions.above purpose is achieved.j 
MOST linkages, in a number 	of A number of linkages with U.S. science and technology 
scientific and technological fields institutions has increased. 
with U.S. institutions and 
organizations. 
MOST-operated information and The ROKG has continued to collaborate with U.S. 
linkage-promotzng systems which researchers and consultants, both in public and 
stimulate and support American private institutions, on subjects of mtAUh.. interests; 
science, industrial standardi­scientific and technological for example, marine 
research interests in Korean zation, pollution problems energy research and 
development, etc.problems. 
Domestic scientific research and The exchange of scientists has continued to help 
technological study capabilities establish various science and technology development 
from private and publicsteadily strengthened through plans in Korea. Consultants 
linkages, institutions, as well as self-employed experts, have 
provided ROKG with their advice, which has resulted 
in the sectoral and overall plan for the Daeduk
 
Science Town under construction. Another expert to 
the National Industrial Standard Research Institute 
has contributed to improved operations of this 
organization.
 
V. PROGRAMMING GOAL 
A. Statement of F'~oimring Cocl 
soThis project is ejsigned to facilitate the introduction of A St o s 

the needs of
that the Korean scientific 	and industrial research efficiency will meet 
an expandigg and changing economy. 
t cotributor th thI 	 th i t Q natio3. Will the achiuvesunt of the p oject urpo ,, mako einoreJaf c as 	 $ 06 es Ir~ onpoblem? Cite 'vid, cC. Yes. As in %l yer-s 	 '1 
U.S. scientific organizations and resultant inflow of innovative technologies will have 
For example, through technical a significant effect on Korea's science and technology. 
advisory services from a selected consultant, ROG formulated a plan for establishment 
of a mechanical research institute. A repatriated Korean scientist has been assigned
 
to make use
to head the National Astronomical Observatory, newly established in 1974, 

of his advanced knowledge in the operation and management of the Laboratory. In
 
have been made by another group of selected
addition, substantial contributions 

scientists to the establishment of major ROKG science and technology development
 
policies, as well as to the planning of Dae Duck Science Town project vich is a
 
science and technology and development.potential center for Korean research HT
 
believes that the advisory inputs from U.S. organization will continue to play a
 
crucial role in transferring new technological dimensions to Korea's research efforts
 
in scientific and technological fields.
 
